The optical conductivity of heavy fermions can reveal fundamental properties of the charge carrier dynamics in these strongly correlated electron systems. Here we extend the conventional techniques of infrared optics on heavy fermions by measuring the transmission and phase shift of THz radiation that passes through a thin film of UNi 2 Al 3 , a material with hexagonal crystal structure.
1 Introduction Heavy-fermion materials are intermetallic compounds with unusual metallic properties at low temperatures. These are due to the interplay of conduction electrons and localized f-electrons, and they are described within a picture of strongly renormalized charge carriers with an effective mass up to 1000 times the free electron mass. While the thermodynamic, magnetic, and transport properties such as specific heat, susceptibility, and electrical resistivity have been studied in detail for many heavy-fermion compounds, there are only few spectroscopic results: the experimental requirements are quite demanding, usually requiring high sensitivity, good spectral resolution, and combination with low temperatures. This lack of spectroscopic data is unfortunate since spectroscopy in general allows detailed investigation of relevant energy scales (of which there can be several in heavyfermion compounds) as well as of the system dynamics. For heavy fermions, optical spectroscopy offers particularly interesting information because firstly the electromagnetic radiation directly couples to the charge carriers and secondly the energy of the probing radiation can be adjusted in a very broad range -from eV photon energies of visible light down to the µeV range of microwaves -to match the frequencies (or energy scales) of interest [1, 2] .
Conventional optical spectroscopy on metals (usually based on Fourier-transform infrared spectrometers) typically reaches energies as low as 20cm −1 ≈2.5meV [2] and has been used recently to address the so-called hybridization gap of heavy fermions [3, 4] . Optical experiments at even lower frequencies are highly desired, since the limited number of previous studies has revealed several interesting features, namely the Drude response at extremely low frequencies [5] and a still not well understood 'correlation gap' at slightly higher energies (but still below conventional far-infrared frequencies) [6, 7, 8] .
Here we describe optical experiments on the heavyfermion material UNi 2 Al 3 at frequencies below 10cm −1 , and we show that we can clearly resolve the anisotropy of the optical conductivity. UNi 2 Al 3 with antiferromagnetic and superconducting transitions at T N =4.6K and T c =1.0K [9] , respectively, can directly be compared to UPd 2 Al 3 , which has the same hexagonal crystal structure, but T N =14K and T c =2.0K [10] , and has been studied in detail with low-energy optics [5, 7, 8] . For UNi 2 Al 3 , a pronounced anisotropy was found for the dc resistivity [11, 12, 13] , and we want to investigate whether the optical response is similarly anisotropic. Conceptually, anisotropy can be studied easily with optics, by changing the polar-ization orientation of linearly polarized light that impinges on the sample. However, although this test for anisotropy is routine for optical studies on single crystals, no pronounced optical anisotropy was reported so far for any heavy-fermion material. This includes the only optical study on UNi 2 Al 3 to date [14] .
Experiment
We have grown high-quality thin films of UNi 2 Al 3 by coevaporation of the constituent elements onto YAlO 3 (112) substrates [12, 13, 15] . For optical experiments on metals at low frequencies, thin films are advantageous compared to single crystals because they can be measured in transmission instead of reflection. However, to obtain a finite transmission for UNi 2 Al 3 at low temperatures, the thickness of the film has to be very small: the data presented here was obtained on a 62nm thick film. These films grow with the ac-plane of the hexagonal structure parallel to the substrate plane. Thus, changing the polarization of the radiation by 90
• allows us to study both the a-and c-axes of the material. We measured the transmission and phase shift at frequencies below 1THz≈33cm
with a THz spectrometer using a Mach-Zehnder arrangement and backward wave oscillators as radiation sources [16] . Since our sample is big (1cm 2 ) and transparent, such experiments can be performed down to very low frequencies, of the order of 60GHz≈2cm −1 [7, 8, 17 ].
Results
In Fig. 1 we show the transmission T and frequency-normalized phase shift ∆φ/f of the signal that penetrates the sample, with the electric field of the radiation either polarized along a-axis or c-axis of the thin film, for a temperature of 2K. Both, transmission and phase, exhibit Fabry-Perot resonances due to multiple reflections of the coherent radiation within the substrate. These oscillations can be used to determine very sensitively the optical conductivity of the thin film [2, 8] . This analysis requires knowledge of the optical properties of the substrate material; we determined these from measurements on an empty YAlO 3 (112) substrate at the same frequencies and temperatures as the UNi 2 Al 3 -film. In the present case, to obtain the optical conductivity of the film quantitatively, we have to modify the conventional analysis procedure due to substrate birefringence [18] . From the transmission and phase data, the anisotropy of the optical response is evident. The reduction of transmission in a-direction compared to cdirection by a factor of two already indicates the much higher optical conductivity in a-direction.
From the Fabry-Perot resonances we have determined the complex conductivity of the UNi 2 Al 3 -film for the frequencies of the transmission maxima. In Fig. 2 we present the real part σ 1 of the conductivity, obtained from the Fabry-Perot maximum around 7cm −1 , for both crystallographic directions, as a function of temperature. At 300K, σ 1 ≈5000Ω −1 cm −1 for both crystal directions. This value, including the absence of anisotropy, corresponds to the dc conductivity [9, 12] , as expected: at high tempera- tures, heavy-fermion materials behave as conventional metals with a charge carrier relaxation rate at infrared frequencies. Following the Drude prediction [2] , σ 1 (ω) equals the dc conductivity if the frequency ω=2πf is well below the relaxation rate. This is the case for our measurements on UNi 2 Al 3 at T =300K. As temperature decreases, σ 1 (ω/2π=210GHz≈7cm
) increases and develops a pronounced anisotropy between a-and c-axis. This temperature dependence roughly follows that of the dc conductivity [11, 12] . Such correspondence of dc and optical conductivity is typical for a normal metal, but for our heavy-fermion material a more complex frequency dependence is expected, as shown schematically in the inset of Fig. 2 : low-temperature microwave studies on similar thin-film samples [19] found the Drude conductivity rolloff at GHz frequencies (below 1cm −1 ), much lower than the frequency range of the present study. For frequencies above 30cm −1 , the optical conductivity at T =10K was previously found to increase with decreasing frequency [14] . Thus, there should be a conductivity maximum in 
Figure 2
Temperature dependence of the real part σ 1 for an exemplary frequency of 7cm −1 obtained from transmission and phase measurements as shown in Fig.1 . Inset: Schematic optical conductivity expected for UNi 2 Al 3 at low temperatures (based on [5, 7, 14] , see main text for details).
the frequency range 1-30cm −1 . This maximum is not part of the common 'narrow Drude and hybridization gap' picture of heavy-fermion optics. Previous studies on related U-based heavy fermions [6, 7, 8] , in particular on UPd 2 Al 3 , suggest that such a maximum could be due to magnetic order in these materials. Following those results, the low-temperature optical conductivity of UNi 2 Al 3 at frequencies around 10cm −1 could be decoupled from the dc conductivity. Instead, we find a temperature dependence that roughly follows the dc behavior, including the anisotropy: the conductivity increases at temperatures below 100K and there is no strong feature at T N =4.6K. This is in contrast to UPd 2 Al 3 , where the conductivity at 4cm −1 increases below T N =14K [7, 8] . To rule out similar magnetic contributions to the optical conductivity of UNi 2 Al 3 , further studies at frequencies below 5cm −1 are needed.
Conclusions and outlook
We have studied the optical properties of UNi 2 Al 3 at very low energies. Using Fabry-Perot resonances of the substrate, we have determined the optical conductivity of UNi 2 Al 3 and found a pronounced anisotropy. The real part of the conductivity roughly follows the temperature dependence of the dc conductivity, for both crystallographic directions. These results indicate a substantial optical conductivity at frequencies well below typical hybridization gaps of heavy-fermion compounds [3, 4] and similar to the case of UPd 2 Al 3 [7] . In ongoing experiments, we study in detail the temperature and frequency dependences of the optical conductivity of UNi 2 Al 3 , and we will apply a magnetic field, to suppress the magnetic order [11, 20] . Furthermore, using a new microwave technique [21, 22] , we address the anisotropy of the heavy-fermion Drude response of UNi 2 Al 3 [19] . This will allow us to determine the frequency-dependent conductivity of UNi 2 Al 3 , continuously from dc to the optical [14] frequency range, and to identify the different energy scales that govern the electrodynamics of this heavy-fermion compound.
